in Pliocene time; that these creatures represent the type of hyena bear most nearly approaching the Arctotheres and were widely distributed. in North America. There is reason to believe that from this group theArctotheres may have developed within the American region, and that the Arctotheres by way of a wide land bridge came to people South Americ.a.
The present spectacle bears of South America seem then to represent the last remnant of a group which originated in the Old World, was once widely distributed over the world, and included the largest of all known bears.
AN UNIDENTIFIED BASE AMONG THE HYDROLYTIC PROD-UCTS OF GELATIN DONALD D. VAN A mutant type of D. melanogaster known as "Diminished" gave genetical results which proved the involvement of a "deficiency,"2 i.e., a multilocal loss of genes, in the chromosome corresponding to the "fourth linkage group"3'4 (see section I). Further exceptions to normal inheritance showed that non-disjunction5 of this chromosome had occurred giving rise to (Diminished) individuals lacking one member of the fourth-chromosome pair (see section II). The deficiency in this case consisted therefore in the loss of an entire chromosome. The haploid nature of Diminished was then proved cytologically: it was found that in the cells of Diminished individuals only one small round chromosome was present instead of a pair (section III). -This finding demonstrates the correctness of the view that the camrier of the genes of the fourth linkage group is the small round chromosome. A positive direct proof is provided that a particular autosome is the carrier of the genes of particular non-sex-linked Mendelian characters.
I. The features that in the aggregate prove that a deficiency is involved are:
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